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Chapter 761: Silly and Chatty (1) 

 

“Dean, did you hear that? Brother Xiao’s wound is still hurting. That Dark Night Ghost Sect is really 

despicable. They do whatever they want just because they’re the number one sect in the Light Sea. They 

knew that we’re students of the Holy Spirit Academy and they knew Brother Xiao, Donor, and Beatrice’s 

true identities, but they still planned to kill us to silence us. The Dark Night Ghost Sect is openly 

provoking the Holy Spirit Academy, the Alliance, the Elven Royal Family, and the Divine Moon Empire!” 

Yu Huang’s beautiful face was filled with anger. She roared righteously, “Dean, the Dark Night Ghost 

Sect is a malignant tumor of the cultivation world. We have to wipe them out. Otherwise, they will 

sooner or later become the second Blood Peacock Organization!” 

Even though they knew that Yu Huang was acting, Yu Huang’s acting skills were good. After her speech, 

Di Ruofeng and Pupu An wished they could immediately fly to the Light Sea and destroy the Night Ghost 

Sect’s nest. 

However, Di Ruofeng was old and experienced after all. He snorted and said, “A bunch of useless trash. 

Eight people dealt with a mid-stage Grand Master, but you guys were actually injured all over. You’re 

really a disgrace to the Holy Spirit Academy! We can ignore the fact that you skipped class for no reason, 

but we can’t tolerate you embarrassing the Holy Spirit Academy!” 

Di Ruofeng placed his hands behind his back and said, “As punishment, each of you have to pick 100 

Black Spirit Stone bricks and enter the Black Spirit Stone Cultivation Room to enter seclusion for a 

month! During this period, you are not allowed to eat, drink, or pee!” 

Yu Huang, Sheng Xiao, and the others were speechless. 

Unexpectedly, after successfully avoiding the point deduction for skipping class for no reason, they could 

not avoid being punished for embarrassing the Holy Spirit Academy. 

If Yu Huang was a demon, then Di Ruofeng was even more of a demon. 

How could a grand-disciple win against her grand mentor? 

“Hurry up and go!” Di Ruofeng roared. Yu Huang and the others hurriedly ran to the back door, 

obediently carried the pole, and ran towards the foot of the mountain behind the Black Dome. 

The Black Dome was more than six thousand meters above sea level. They had to carry two Black Spirit 

Stones that weighed two thousand pounds and run back and forth 25 times before they could complete 

the physical punishment and start confinement. 

On the way down the mountain, Donor glared at Yu Huang resentfully and could not help but complain, 

“I would rather have my points deducted than be imprisoned.” 

Then, he fanned the flames. “Sheng Xiao, Yu Huang is good at quibbling and making up stories. If she 

uses this to deceive you someday, will you be able to see through her tricks?” 



Sheng Xiao said sternly, “If she makes up a story to tell me, that’s flirting, not deception.” 

Donor did not expect to suffer PDA even under such circumstances. 

After the eight of them finished picking the bricks, it was already the next morning. They did not even 

have time to eat before they were locked up. 

Before she was imprisoned, Yu Huang called Ji Linyuan. 

As soon as he received the call, Ji Linyuan said, “You’re really amazing. How did you get that video? Now, 

after the various forces in the cultivation world saw what the Dark Night Ghost Sect had done to those 

mercenaries and the students of the Holy Spirit Academy, they are in an uproar. In the next few days, 

the alliance is gathering its forces and planning to go to the Light Sea tomorrow to attack the Dark Night 

Ghost Sect together.” 

Ji Linyuan continued, “I will lead three Grand Master elders of the Yin Clan to participate in this 

crusade.” 

Yu Huang smiled when she heard this. She asked, “What was the President’s expression when he saw his 

son being bitten by an evil spirit?” 

Ji Linyuan laughed and said gloatingly, “Heh, it’s said that the President watched the video in the office. 

When he saw that Young Master Sheng was almost eaten by the evil spirit, he smashed the chair under 

him. The Dark Night Ghost Sect really kicked an iron plate this time.” 

After laughing, Ji Linyuan said to Yu Huang in admiration, “You’re really ruthless to use Young Master 

Sheng to get a kick out of the President.” 

Yu Huang rubbed her nose and felt a little guilty. “I’m going into seclusion. I hope you’ll be successful.” 

“Alright, I hope you can break through to the Supreme Master Realm as soon as possible.” 

“Okay.” 

Yu Huang hung up and turned around to see a black shadow suddenly attack. 

Before she could counterattack, her body was pressed against the wall of the secret room. 

The secret room made of Black Spirit Stone was cold. Yu Huang’s back was against the cold wall, while 

Sheng Xiao’s warm and strong body was in front of her. She felt the polar contrast between hot and 

cold. 

Yu Huang looked up at Sheng Xiao, whose handsome face was tense. She smiled ingratiatingly. “Brother 

Xiao, why aren’t you in seclusion in your room? Why are you in my little black room?” 
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“What do you think?” Sheng Xiao held Yu Huang’s slender waist tightly. He said, “Before we entered the 

primitive forest, we agreed that I would anger my father with my injury. Now, my father is gathering 

people to attack the Dark Night Ghost Sect. When will you fulfill your promise?” 



Before she entered the Eliza Mercenary Group, Yu Huang had already found out about Museido’s 

cultivation technique. Naturally, she knew how good he was at using evil spirits to fight. During the 

battle last night, Sheng Xiao pretended to be bewitched by the evil spirit that Yin Rong’s mother had 

transformed into and was bitten by other evil spirits. 

In fact, it was an act orchestrated by the two of them. 

Their goal was to use the scene of Sheng Xiao being bitten by the evil spirit to anger Sheng Lingfeng. 

When Sheng Lingfeng watched the video and saw his beloved son being bitten and devoured by 

Museido’s evil spirit, how could he not be angry? 

Now that he had achieved the goal, Sheng Xiao naturally wanted his reward. 

What was the reward? 

Yu Huang had promised Sheng Xiao that she would be obedient and let him do whatever he wanted for 

once. 

Both of them were opinionated and refused to give in. They also had their own preferences in bed. 

Therefore, it was impossible for the two of them to completely give in. 

Therefore, such a reward was very tempting to Sheng Xiao. 

Yu Huang unbuttoned the top button of Sheng Xiao’s shirt on purpose. Her fingers moved up Sheng 

Xiao’s collarbone. Finally, she pressed the small mole beside Sheng Xiao’s Adam’s apple hard. She said 

charmingly, “I don’t mind doing something shameful with you here, but if the dean and the others find 

out, I’m afraid we’ll be expelled.” 

Yu Huang patted Sheng Xiao’s neck and said, “Besides, this place is so small and dark. There are people 

next door. Are you sure you want to waste the good opportunity here?” 

Sheng Xiao lost interest when he heard Yu Huang’s words. 

He took a deep breath, then pressed Yu Huang’s chin and kissed her fiercely before saying, “After you 

enter seclusion, you can fulfill your promise.” 

“Sure.” 

Sheng Xiao left Yu Huang’s secret chamber and went to his own. When Yu Huang was about to close the 

door, she heard Yin Rong say softly, “Yu Huang, you’re so flirtatious.” 

Yu Huang chuckled. “You should learn from me. You can’t give a man whatever he wants. You have to 

keep him hanging. Do you think the fish he catches tastes better or the one he bought?” 

Yin Rong instantly sighed with understanding. “I see.” 

At this moment, Feng Yuncheng, who was locked in the secret room on Yu Huang’s right, asked again, 

“Then what should I do when I can’t buy or catch fish?” Beatrice was the fish that was swimming in the 

pool. Feng Yuncheng could see her, but he couldn’t catch her. 



Yu Huang thought of how Beatrice hated men. She said to Feng Yuncheng sympathetically, “Then close 

your eyes and sleep. Dream on.” Anything could happen in dreams. 

Yin Rong was amused by Yu Huang’s words, while Feng Yuncheng was dejected. 

Yu Huang also found it funny. She leaned against the door and laughed before closing the door. She 

turned around and walked into the room before sitting down cross-legged. 

Soon, Di Ruofeng’s slow footsteps sounded outside the confinement rooms. 

He carefully checked every door and confirmed that the students were all in their respective 

confinement rooms. Then, he placed a Prime Master-level spiritual lock behind every door. 

“The door will open automatically in a month.” With that, Di Ruofeng left. 

After the spiritual lock was locked, the secret chamber Yu Huang and the others were in was completely 

separated from the Black Spirit Stone cultivation room. The secret chambers were also separated by 

Prime Master spiritual power. 

Even though Yin Rong and Feng Yuncheng were next to Yu Huang, Yu Huang couldn’t hear their 

conversations. 

This secret room had completely become a secret room isolated from the world. 

Yu Huang first adapted to the overly quiet environment. After she calmed down, she took out the 

walking stick she had snatched from Museido from her interspatial ring. 

The moment the staff appeared, Yu Huang heard the cries of countless evil spirits. Because of that aura, 

the atmosphere in the secret room seemed to have become even more sinister and cold. 

Yu Huang stroked her cane and felt the evil spirits trembling. Her heart trembled as well. 

Yu Huang sighed lightly. 

“They’re all pitiful people.” 

Yu Huang closed her eyes. In an instant, red psychic energy emerged from between her eyebrows, and 

psychic tentacles instantly filled the entire secret chamber. 

Yu Huang, who was in the middle of the psychic tentacles, looked like a glowing ruby. 

Her psychic power sensed the existence of the Soul Gathering Tool. They attached themselves to the 

Soul Gathering Tool and opened their tentacles to enter the Soul Gathering Tool’s staff. 

After being activated by the seal on the Soul Gathering Tool, a wave of undead power comparable to the 

power of a Grand Master suddenly erupted and mercilessly attacked Yu Huang. 

The psychic energy in the room suddenly retracted and completely enveloped Yu Huang, forming an 

airtight psychic net around her. 

On the other hand, the power of the undead was innately afraid of psychic power. As soon as they 

touched the psychic net, they were like gas ignited by a torch and burned away instantly. 



Yu Huang spent almost two days before she gradually destroyed Museido’s confinement energy. 

The Soul Gathering Tool, which had lost its imprisonment power, was like a gas tank with a valve pulled 

out. The evil spirits imprisoned inside floated out. 

Yin Qing looked innocent and cute, but had an evil smile on her face. The elven woman, Noa, still missed 

her two daughters and had tears of blood on her face when she died. A young pregnant woman died 

tragically with her hands supporting her pregnant stomach… 

All 22 evil spirits of various sizes that had been cruelly refined by Museido appeared in the secret 

chamber. The secret chamber was small to begin with, and with so many people squeezed together, 

they were almost cheek to cheek with Yu Huang. 

They smiled at Yu Huang with strange and sinister expressions, as if they had sensed the most traumatic 

memory in Yu Huang’s mind. Those evil spirits chattered some bewitching words in Yu Huang’s ear— 

“Yu Huang, on what basis are you still alive and well? You personally killed your adoptive parents who 

loved you. You’re really heartless! You watched helplessly as your adoptive father’s soul dissipated. You 

witnessed your good friend Anna fall into the abyss, but you couldn’t save her!” 

“Yu Huang, you claim to be a genius, but look, can you save the people around you?” 

“Your father broke his leg and hid for 14 years for you. But in the end? In the end, his soul actually 

dissipated! Yu Huang, you’re really trash. It’s a mistake for you to be alive. You’re constantly killing 

everyone around you!” 

“…” 

Yu Huang looked at those evil spirits with a calm expression. She quietly listened to them mutter and 

realized that they were all saying the same thing over and over again. Yu Huang dug her ears in 

frustration and complained mercilessly, “Like master, like evil spirits. Look at all of you. All of you are so 

talkative. You’re the same as your master. You’re really…” 

“Stupid and talkative.” 

The evil spirits were speechless. 

Yu Huang said firmly, “My heart is indeed filled with many painful memories, but those painful 

memories will never become your weapon to attack me. The reason I remember those painful events 

deeply is because I want to use them to deepen my determination and courage to live on.” 

“So, you can all shut up.” 

Hearing this, the evil spirits realized that verbal attacks wouldn’t affect Yu Huang. For a moment, they 

fell silent. 
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Unable to use words to disturb Yu Huang’s mind, the evil spirits revealed their evil side one after 

another. They wailed and howled as they attacked Yu Huang. 



“A mere evil spirit actually dares to attack a Purifying Spirit Master!” Yu Huang snorted and closed her 

eyes. In an instant, endless psychic energy floated out from between her eyebrows. 

The psychic power turned into mini nets that surrounded the evil spirits. As soon as the evil spirits’ 

illusory bodies touched the psychic power, they burned rapidly like white paper that encountered a 

lighter. 

“Ah!” The evil spirit in the tumbler hugged its head in pain and let out a shrill and sharp cry. At the same 

time, the other evil spirits showed varying degrees of burning signs and howled in pain. 

For a moment, the entire chamber was filled with the screams of the evil spirits. 

Yu Huang was unable to block the evil spirit’s roar, so she could only listen with a numb expression. 

The evil spirits curled up their bodies and used the resentment power in their bodies to resist the attack 

of the psychic net. They didn’t dare to struggle since they were afraid that they would touch the psychic 

net and be burned to ashes. 

They were wasting time and looking forward to the moment Yu Huang’s psychic power disappeared. 

This was a protracted tug of war. Either Yu Huang successfully used her psychic power to destroy the evil 

spirit, or the evil spirits’ power would devour Yu Huang. It depended on who was stronger. 

However, Yu Huang wasn’t a beginner-level Purifying Spirit Master. As a Level 4 Purifying Spirit Master, 

she was already an intermediate-level Purifying Spirit Master. The psychic power she currently 

possessed was completely spread out, and it was almost as large as the entire Jingdu City. If the evil 

spirits wanted to consume Yu Huang’s psychic power, it wasn’t something that could be done in a day or 

two. 

Yu Huang sensed the intentions of this group of evil spirits. How could she let them do as they wished? 

“You want to see who’s stronger? Alright, then I’ll let you see how powerful a Level 4 Purifying Spirit 

Master’s psychic power is!” Yu Huang closed her eyes again and opened her Spiritual Abode world. 

The Psychic Pearl floating above Yu Huang’s spiritual sea was already huge enough to form a miniature 

storm eye. The moment the door to the Spiritual Abode world opened, the storm eye suddenly 

circulated at high speed. For a moment, all the usable psychic power in the entire spiritual sea was 

mobilized. Then, the fiery red psychic power surged out like a reservoir that had its floodgate opened. 

Boundless psychic energy quickly emerged from between Yu Huang’s eyebrows and filled the entire 

secret chamber. The psychic net that bound the evil spirits was augmented by power and instantly 

erupted with endless energy. 

The psychic net suddenly tightened, and the evil spirits trapped inside felt an invisible force quickly 

extracting the resentment in their bodies. They didn’t even have the chance to counterattack before the 

psychic net wrapped tightly around them. 

Boom! 

The evil spirits were all ignited, and their souls were burned until they were riddled with holes. Even so, 

they could still spare the energy to curse Yu Huang as they roared— 



“Yu Huang, you’ll die a horrible death!” 

“Yu Huang, you evil woman!” 

“Yu Huang, you will kill everyone around you sooner or later!” 

When Yu Huang heard these words, she couldn’t help but laugh even more brazenly. “Is that so? Then 

I’ll thank all you prophets for your blessings.” After she said that, a thought flashed across Yu Huang’s 

mind, and the psychic energy in the secret chamber instantly transformed into thousands of scimitars. 

The scimitar passed through the evil spirit’s body, and the evil spirit’s body was instantly divided into 

countless burning fragments. 

This process lasted for about three to four minutes before the evil spirits were finally completely burned 

to ashes. 

After the evil spirits were burned, the staff floating in the air landed beside Yu Huang with a bang. 

Yu Huang picked up the cane. This time, the cane didn’t attack her again, but the cane was still cold to 

the touch. Yu Huang tried to use her psychic power to sense the cane and discovered that there were a 

few different energies resisting her approach. 

These were the emotions of the souls that had been refined by Museido. 

Yu Huang held the cane with both hands and chanted the Purifying Spirit Incantation in a low voice. Pure 

and clean Purifying Spirit Power gently flowed into the cane. When the souls realized that this energy 

wasn’t aggressive, but gentle, like a mother’s embrace, they immediately let go of all their aggression. 

Sensing the cooperation of the undead, Yu Huang sighed silently before continuing to chant the 

Purifying Spirit Incantation. 

This Spirit Purification Ceremony lasted for a day before it ended. When Yu Huang sensed that the cane 

had completely lost its resentment, she slowly opened her eyes and saw green soul starlight floating out 

of the cane. 
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Starlight scattered in the secret chamber and lit up the dark room. 

In that instant, the powerful undead resentment in the cane turned into the purest psychic energy that 

returned to Yu Huang’s body. Yu Huang subconsciously opened every pore on her body and greedily 

absorbed the psychic energy. 

When her psychic power reached her spiritual sea, it suddenly churned and raised huge waves. 

The storm eye floating above the spiritual sea suddenly opened a hole and swallowed all the energy 

bodies in the spiritual sea. 

Boom! 

The eye of the storm suddenly exploded and spat out endless psychic energy in all directions! 



In that instant, a majestic psychic power spread rapidly towards the primitive forest and Rakshasa City 

with the Black Dome as the center. Nourished by this psychic power, the Black Dome Plains was 

instantly filled with wildflowers. In the primitive forest, hundreds of flowers bloomed together, and the 

Blood Goat Milk Fruit Tree that had been picked clean by Yu Huang and the others earlier actually 

bloomed with red flowers again. 

At the same time, the Ghost-Wrapping Flower at the back of the mountain of the Holy Spirit Academy 

also split into countless buds in an instant, and the small Ghost-Wrapping Flowers from before instantly 

grew and matured. 

Due to the poisonous gas, the air in the Black Dome was filled with poisonous gas all year round. Di 

Ruofeng was sensitive enough to sense that the air in the academy had suddenly become much clearer. 

Just as he was feeling surprised, he heard the old fellows from the Purifying Spirit Academy say, “Which 

Purifying Spirit Master broke through the bottleneck again?” 

“This power is gentle but domineering. It seems to be different from our psychic power.” After carefully 

sensing the characteristics of the psychic aura in the air, Grantling said, “This psychic power contains an 

incomparably overbearing fire attribute.” 

“Fire-type Psychic…” Immediately, someone slapped his leg and said,” Could it be that God Ling Xiao’s 

personal disciple, Yu Huang, broke through and became a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master? ” 

Hearing this, the other old fellows subconsciously turned to look in the direction of the cultivation room 

at the back of the mountain. 

Yu Huang had really become a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master? 

The group of old fellows looked at each other for a moment, then laughed awkwardly and began to 

praise. “As expected of the personal disciple chosen by God Ling Xiao. In less than five years, she 

became a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master. Her talent is truly impressive.” 

“That’s right. Ling Xiao has good taste.” 

Di Ruofeng snorted and turned to Pupu An. “God Ling Xiao has good taste, but to be honest, my grand-

disciple is truly promising. She’s talented and willing to suffer. Of course she’s outstanding.” 

When Pupu An heard Di Ruofeng praising himself, he chuckled and hurriedly praised Di Ruofeng. “That’s 

right. Yu Huang has become a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master. Congratulations, Brother Ruofeng.” 

Di Ruofeng waved his hand and pretended not to care. “Sigh, it’s the child who is talented. It has nothing 

to do with me.” 

Although he said that, the smile on his face was enough to show how proud he was. 

Yu Huang didn’t expect that she would break through to become a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master after 

successfully destroying Museido’s staff. 

Recalling what Lin Jiansheng had said to her in the primitive forest a few days ago, Yu Huang realized 

that Lin Jiansheng had probably guessed long ago that as long as she could successfully purify the staff of 

Museido, she could advance to a Level 5 Purifying Spirit Master. 



Yu Huang was naturally happy that her cultivation level had broken through. However, when she noticed 

the green light floating all over the room, her gaze couldn’t help but freeze. 

Those green lights slowly gathered towards the front of the secret chamber, and in the end, they turned 

into the appearances of the undead when they were alive. There was Yin Qing, who had braids, the elf 

Noa, who had wings on her back, the nameless pregnant woman who was about to give birth, the 

nameless old man with a loving appearance but a broken arm… 

There were a total of 22 souls. 

When they were evil spirits, their bodies emitted a ghastly aura, and their eyes looked like creepy and 

terrifying black holes. 

However, at this moment, after Yu Huang successfully purified their spirits and expelled their 

resentment, they actually looked so weak and harmless. 

The undead temporarily regained consciousness. They looked at Yu Huang, who was emitting a red light, 

and realized that Yu Huang was the person who had helped them successfully escape from Museido’s 

imprisonment. They immediately bent down and thanked her. “Thank you for purifying our souls, my 

lord.” 

Yu Huang’s gaze swept past Noa and finally landed on Yin Qing’s face. 

She shouted, “Qingqing?” 

The little soul’s reaction was a little slow. When she heard the word ‘Qingqing’, she blinked in confusion 

and replied blankly, “I’m Qingqing.” 

Staring at Yin Qing’s cute and round little face, Yu Huang felt pity when she thought about how her body 

had been made into a tumbler and was still placed in the Dark Night Ghost Sect. Yu Huang walked up 

and placed her hand on Yin Qing’s head while mimicking rubbing her hair. 

“Qingqing, remember to hold your mother’s hand when you leave later. That way, you can continue to 

be together in your next life.” 

Yin Qing turned to look at the elven woman beside her and obediently held Noa’s hand. 

Yu Huang squatted down again and looked at Yin Qing. She said to her, “Qingqing, follow your mother 

and leave in peace. In the future, I will protect your sister on your behalf.” 

“… Sis.” 

The word ‘sister’ was the mechanism to open Yin Qing’s consciousness. 

Yin Qing suddenly sobered up, and her eyes were filled with tears. Yin Qing raised her cute little face and 

said to Yu Huang, “What I said before was fake. I don’t want my sister to accompany me. I hope my 

sister can live a long life.” 

“I’m very happy that you’re alive.” 

Yin Qing had become Museido’s soul puppet. Everything she said and did was controlled by Museido. 



The Yin Qing in front of her was the real Yin Qing. 

She was innocent, kind, and cute. 
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When she heard the little girl’s words, Yu Huang sighed and stroked Yin Qing’s head before saying to 

her, “I know. I’ll tell your sister your feelings.” 

Yin Qing nodded and continued, “Sir, I want to trouble you to do me a favor.” 

“Alright, go ahead.” Yu Huang hurriedly moved her ear closer to Yin Qing. Yin Qing stood on her tiptoes 

and said to Yu Huang, “I prepared a birthday gift for my sister, but I hid it. My sister is stupid, so she 

definitely won’t be able to find where the gift is hidden. Lord, I hid the gift under the peach blossom tree 

in front of my house. Help me give it to my sister on her birthday.” 

“… Okay.” 

At this moment, Noa’s soul began to dissipate. When Yin Qing saw that her mother was about to leave, 

she waved at Yu Huang and said goodbye. Then, she held her mother’s hand tightly and transformed 

into two green balls of light that floated out of the Black Spirit Stone chamber. 

At the same time, the other 20 undead turned into green balls of light and entered reincarnation. 

Crackle! 

The cane in Yu Huang’s palm suddenly shattered and landed on the ground before turning into 22 ribs of 

different lengths. 

It seemed that this cane was refined from the ribs of these 22 victims. 

Yu Huang stared at the ribs all over the ground and suddenly thought of Ye Qingyang, whom she had 

met once in the Doomsday Battlefield. The bone sword that Ye Qingyang used was refined from the 

ashes of his enemies. 

And the Ghost Dao he cultivated also controlled souls. 

Ye Qingyang and Museido were from the same faction. 

Yu Huang didn’t recognize which rib belonged to Noa, so she wrapped Noa’s rib with the ribs of the 

other undead and placed the shortest rib in a small black box. 

She placed the box containing the ribs at the corner of the wall and sat down cross-legged again. She 

began to mobilize the spiritual power in her body and prepared to break through to the Supreme Master 

level. 

At the late-stage Master stage, Yu Huang’s beast heart already looked as big as a goose egg. The beast 

heart was obediently nestled beside the heart, complementing it and beating at the same frequency. 

The heart was the main organ that supplied Yu Huang with oxygen and blood, and the beast heart was 

the only organ that provided Yu Huang with spiritual power. 



At this moment, the beast heart became unprecedentedly excited. It was beating extremely fast. 

The beast heart’s eyes also turned from a normal fleshy red to a burning fiery red. 

Yu Huang’s beast heart couldn’t wait to grow. 

Yu Huang could feel the beast heart stirring. She smiled and said softly, “Don’t be anxious. We’ll start 

breaking through now!” 

… 

Time passed slowly and quietly. 

In the outside world, the Beast Tamer Alliance had long gathered the top forces on the entire continent 

and decided to massacre the Dark Night Ghost Sect together. 

In this operation, the Alliance President, Sheng Lingfeng, was the commander of the battle team, while Ji 

Linyuan, the elven Grand Master Carasso Stuling, and the 20 Grand Masters, including Dongfang Xiagui, 

were the strongest. 

There was a mountain in the easternmost part of the Light Sea called the Golden Coast Mountain. Every 

time the sun rose, the first ray of light would always sprinkle on the Golden Coast Mountain. Therefore, 

the Golden Coast Mountain had always been famous for being kissed by the Sun God. 

On the land where light first descended, there lived a group of notorious evil spirits, the Dark Night 

Ghost Sect. 

The headquarters building of the Dark Night Ghost Sect was built on the top of the Golden Coast 

Mountain. 

It was an incomparably sacred and huge European-style palace. Outside the palace, there was a jade 

plaza made of jade. In the center of the plaza, there was a circular crystal exhibition platform. On the 

exhibition platform, there weren’t pearls and gems from the Light Sea, but evil puppets. 

Among them, the most eye-catching one was a four-year-old girl. 

The girl’s body was frozen by the crystal. She was wearing a purple tutu dress. Her long black hair was 

coiled into a bun and she was wearing a gorgeous crown. However, the girl’s slender legs were welded 

into the crystal tumbler. 

On the side of the tumbler, there was an introduction board with the information of this Soul Puppet— 

Titled: Princess Qingqing 

Author: Museido. 

On both sides of this crystal doll, there were many puppet dolls. There were twin dolls with two heads, 

and there were also beautiful elves who died with a smile… 

This crystal square was the Evil Spirit Platform that the Dark Night Ghost Sect was proud of. As long as 

someone’s work could reach the Evil Spirit Platform, he could become the vice sect master of the Dark 

Night Ghost Sect. 



Museido had relied on the puppet doll, Princess Qingqing, to become the vice sect master of the Dark 

Night Ghost Sect. 

However, early in the morning, before light descended on the golden coast, a group of powerful Beast 

Tamers silently appeared at the foot of the golden coast. 

Sheng Lingfeng placed his hands behind his waist and looked up at the gorgeous and sacred palace on 

the top of the mountain. When he saw the guards and beast tamers outside the palace wall, he said in a 

low voice, “Today, we will kill without mercy!” Hearing this, Ji Linyuan, Carasso, and the others 

immediately flew up and appeared on the city wall of the Dark Night Ghost Sect’s castle in the blink of 

an eye. 

Noticing the sudden appearance of the mysterious experts, the guard on duty on the city wall 

subconsciously turned around to shout, “Enemy attack!” Before he could shout the word ‘enemy 

attack’, the guard’s neck was broken by Carasso and he died. 

Swish! 

An orange-red phoenix suddenly swooped down from the foot of the mountain. The phoenix spread its 

wings, and its gorgeous wings blocked the first ray of sunlight. 

The phoenix circled above the palace and roared angrily, “Little brats of the Dark Night Ghost Sect, come 

out and be beaten!” 

Hearing the commotion, the members of the Dark Night Ghost Sect raised their heads in shock. When 

they saw the Divine Feather Phoenix that blotted out the sky, they were shocked. “It’s a phoenix!” 

Ji Linyuan flapped his wings and countless Purifying Evil Phoenix Flames landed on the jade plaza, 

burning the weak elves to ashes. 

Suddenly, an ethereal roar sounded from the gorgeous European-style palace at the back. “Little brats, 

fight with me!” Just as she finished speaking, Ji Linyuan saw a female elf in a blue tube top dress appear 

on the roof of the palace. 

The elf had fair skin that was fairer than snow. Her skin was fair and smooth. She had rosy lips, white 

teeth, and a sexy figure. 

Her light golden wings made her look like a goddess. 

As soon as he saw the female elf, Ji Linyuan felt as if his mind had been bewitched and he lost control. 

He immediately bit his tongue to let the phoenix blood sober him. 

After coming back to his senses, Ji Linyuan looked at Carasso and saw that he had actually lost his 

combat strength. 

At this moment, a Soul Puppet had already arrived in front of Carasso. It raised the bayonet in its hand 

and was about to pierce Carasso’s heart. Seeing this, Ji Linyuan immediately released a black whip and 

pulled Carasso to his side. Only then did he shout with his spiritual power, “That female elf cultivates a 

charm technique. Don’t be bewitched by her!” 
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After being shouted at by Ji Linyuan, Carasso and the others who were mesmerized by Lucy immediately 

regained their senses. 

Seeing that Ji Linyuan wasn’t bewitched by her, Lucy was slightly surprised. “You’re actually not affected 

by me.” 

Ji Linyuan sneered. “I’ve seen many people who are more beautiful than you. You can’t charm me.” 

“Heh…” Lucy had never been a person who liked to talk nonsense. She realized that Ji Linyuan was 

difficult to deal with, so she abandoned her other opponents and flew towards Ji Linyuan. However, 

before she could approach Ji Linyuan, she saw him dodge. 

Sheng Lingfeng, who was standing behind him, couldn’t hide anymore. 

As soon as Lucifer saw Sheng Lingfeng, her gaze became fierce. “Prime Master Lingfeng, although the 

Dark Night Ghost Sect has committed all kinds of evil, we have never taken the initiative to provoke the 

Sheng family. Why do you have to wipe out the Dark Night Ghost Sect?!” 

“Didn’t provoke us?” Sheng Lingfeng snorted. “The Dark Night Ghost Sect almost killed my son, yet you 

still say that you didn’t provoke us?!” 

Upon hearing this, Lucifer realized that Museido had caused trouble. Fury instantly appeared on her 

beautiful face. “Why don’t you just kill him for his mistake? Why do you have to hold the Dark Night 

Ghost Sect accountable?” 

Sheng Lingfeng was amused by Lucifer’s words. “Your dog is disobedient, so I naturally have to settle 

scores with its owner.” 

Lucifer was speechless. 

She saw the killing intent on Sheng Lingfeng’s face and realized that Sheng Lingfeng and the others were 

really going to destroy her nest. Although she was angry, she was helpless. Lucifer had been at the peak 

of the late-stage Grand Master realm for five to six hundred years. Some time ago, she had just shown 

signs of breaking through, but she was unlucky enough to have her spiritual power sucked away. 

Now that her strength had plummeted, she was unlucky enough to fall from the peak of the late-stage 

Grand Master realm to the intermediate-stage Grand Master realm. 

Lucifer, who had yet to recover from her serious injuries and whose cultivation level had greatly 

decreased, was no match for Sheng Lingfeng. 

At the thought of this, Lucifer turned to escape. 

Sheng Lingfeng grabbed the air with his right hand, and a large machete appeared in his hand. “Old 

ghost, go to hell!” In the blink of an eye, Sheng Lingfeng appeared in front of Lucifer and blocked her 

path. He slashed down, then the phantom of a pixie descended from the sky and pressed down on her 

with endless pressure. 

After Lucifer was attacked by s Prime Master, she couldn’t move her legs. 



Realizing that the difference in strength between her and Sheng Lingfeng was too great, Lucifer 

suddenly pulled out the ring on her left ring finger. She lowered her head and kissed the ring. She 

murmured gently, “Yeo, my lover, please help me.” 

A white light emerged from Lucifer’s ring. 

A male elf in a white ancient court uniform appeared in front of Sheng Lingfeng. He held a golden bow in 

his right hand and his white wings were spread out behind him. His long golden hair fluttered in the 

wind. At first glance, he looked like an angel. But if one looked carefully, they would see that this man 

was blind. 

This person was the eldest son of the Elven King, Moldo. His eyes were still embedded in the Elven 

throne. 

Lucifer’s most outstanding puppet was Yeo. 

As Moldo’s eldest son, Yeo was extremely powerful. Before he died, he was at the peak of the late-stage 

Grand Master realm. After he was killed by his beloved, he was refined into an evil spirit. All his spiritual 

power turned into resentment and continued to grow. 

Now, his destructive power was probably not inferior to Sheng Lingfeng’s. 

Sheng Lingfeng had indeed sensed the destructive energy from the evil spirit. 

Yeo suddenly raised his left hand that was holding the bow. He held the arrow in his right hand and 

pulled the bow forcefully. His eyes were clearly blind, but he could accurately locate Sheng Lingfeng’s 

position. Yeo’s lips and teeth moved slightly, and a stiff murmur came from his mouth. “Arrow of Light!” 

The long arrow whistled out and shot towards Sheng Lingfeng. 

Staring at the approaching arrow, Sheng Lingfeng suddenly roared angrily. His body actually turned into 

a Heaven Devouring Green Python. Every snake scale on the python’s body was as big as a bowl. It 

coiled in the sky and was even larger than the Golden Coast Mountain. 

Seeing the green python, Carasso and the others widened their eyes and exclaimed, “Isn’t the 

President’s beast form a pixie? How did it become a python?” 

Ji Linyuan was also shocked. He said in surprise, “The Divine Demon Core! Madam Sheng gave her Divine 

Demon Core to Patriarch Sheng!” 

The green python opened its blood-red mouth, extended its snake tongue, and directly curled around 

the long arrow. Then, it threw the long arrow into the sky. Then, a python swung its tail and swept its 

tail on the long arrow. The long arrow turned around and actually shot towards Lucifer. 

Before Lucifer could recover from the shock of Sheng Lingfeng transforming into a green python, her 

beast heart was shot by Yeo’s arrow. She held the arrow in a daze and stared at Yeo, who was walking 

towards her. Her eyes widened. She never expected that she would die in the hands of Yeo. 

With Lucifer’s death, the members of the Dark Night Ghost Sect fled. 



The Dark Night Ghost Sect lived above the Light Sea. They committed all kinds of evil and had a bad 

reputation. They were the biggest plague among the elves. Today was the best time to completely 

disintegrate the Dark Night Ghost Sect. How could Carasso and the others let this group of evil people 

off?! Carasso raised his sword and said angrily, “Kill them all!” 

“Yes!” 

Seeing that the others were chasing after those small fries, Sheng Lingfeng turned to look at Ji Linyuan, 

who had just killed a Grand Master evil ghost. He frowned and asked, “Mr. Ji Lin, what is a Divine Demon 

Core?” 

Ji Linyuan was a little surprised to hear this question. “Patriarch Sheng, you don’t know the true nature 

of a divine demon?” 

Sheng Lingfeng was even more surprised. “I should know?” 

Ji Linyuan was caught between laughter and tears. He told Sheng Lingfeng, “When a divine demon 

cultivates to level-10 and chooses to be reborn as a human, their original Monster Core is the divine 

demon’s core. Even if a divine demon transforms into a human, it won’t give the divine demon’s core to 

anyone easily. Because once the core is destroyed, the divine demon will die.” 

Sheng Lingfeng was stunned. 

When did Ah Ru give him the Divine Demon Core? 

He had no impression of it himself. 

Ji Linyuan saw that Sheng Lingfeng really didn’t know about the existence of the divine demon. While he 

was puzzled, he didn’t forget to remind Sheng Lingfeng, “Think about it carefully. Did your wife give you 

anything precious?” 

Sheng Lingfeng thought about it seriously for a moment and suddenly raised the emerald ring on his ring 

finger. He said to Ji Linyuan, “When I married Ah Ru, she gave me a ring.” Sheng Lingfeng stared at the 

green gem on the ring and said with a complicated expression, “Could this emerald be her Divine Demon 

Core?” 

Ji Linyuan stared at the gem and said, “I can feel the powerful demonic aura emanating from its body. 

This is indeed Madam Sheng’s Divine Demon Core.” 

Sheng Lingfeng immediately fell silent. 

He really didn’t expect that Ah Ru had given him the Divine Demon Core early on. 

Ji Linyuan suddenly said, “Patriarch Sheng, do you know that if you put the Divine Demon Core back into 

the divine demon’s main body, the divine demon can regain its consciousness?” 

“What?!” Sheng Lingfeng was overjoyed and raised his voice. “You’re saying that this thing can help Ah 

Ru regain her consciousness?” 

1 

“Yes.” Ji Linyuan nodded and muttered softly, “I thought this was common knowledge…” 



Sheng Lingfeng said, “Mr. Ji Lin, you’re a Beast Tamer from the Great World. Much of the knowledge you 

have is unheard of in the Holy Spirit Continent.” 

Ji Linyuan opened his mouth and said, “I forgot that this is a small world.” 

Chapter 767: Supreme Master Tribulation 

 

Back then, after Lan Yao sacrificed herself and gave her Monster Core to Sheng Lingfeng, she turned into 

an ordinary little green snake. Later, Sheng Lingfeng asked Sheng Yang and the others to go to the 

Golden Auction Hall in Rakshasa City and bid for the precious Soul Restoring Fruit. 

After Sheng Lingfeng consumed the Soul Restoring Fruit for Lan Yao, Lan Yao finally gained intelligence 

and began to cultivate demonic power. 

However, if a demon wanted to become a divine demon, it had to regain its consciousness. Otherwise, 

no matter how much it cultivated, it would only be an ordinary demon. 

If what Ji Linyuan said was true and Lan Yao could activate her divine sense again as long as he placed 

the original Divine Demon Core back into her body, that would be great. 

After knowing how precious this ring was, Sheng Lingfeng was afraid that he would shatter it in battle, 

so he took off the ring from his ring finger and carefully tightened it in his interspatial ring. “Mr. Ji Lin, if 

this thing can really help my lover regain her consciousness, you will be our benefactor!” 

Seeing that the brats of the Dark Night Ghost Sect were still jumping around, Ji Linyuan said, “Let’s 

eliminate the ghosts first. We’ll talk about this when we get back to Jingdu.” 

“Okay!” 

Ji Linyuan and Sheng Lingfeng attacked together. The brats were quickly captured. Carasso led his 

subordinates to personally crush their beast hearts and cut off their wings. 

Elves who had lost their wings and beast hearts would have their Elvish membership status revoked and 

reduced to lowly commoners. 

This was the most ruthless revenge against this group of evil brats. 

After dealing with all the evil spirits of the Night Ghost Sect, Sheng Lingfeng flew to the jade square with 

everyone. 

They stood on the jade plaza and looked up at the puppet dolls on the crystal platform. Seeing that the 

puppets had died with their eyes open, Sheng Lingfeng turned to Carasso and said, “These are all 

innocent people who have been tortured by the Dark Night Ghost Sect. I heard that the sea burial 

ceremony in the Light Sea can help the dead cleanse their souls and be blessed in their next life. Carasso, 

can you help them hold a sea burial ceremony?” 

Carasso quickly said, “Of course.” 



Ji Linyuan pointed at the little baby girl and said, “This little girl is a member of the Yin Clan. I want to 

bring her back to the Yin Clan to be buried. Her parents are dead. If I bring her back, her sister will have 

something to memorize her by.” 

Sheng Lingfeng nodded. “Okay.” 

* * 

Twenty days later. 

Late at night, the dark clouds above the Black Dome suddenly became even denser. The moon hidden 

behind the dark clouds was completely hidden. 

Lightning gradually appeared in the dark clouds. 

Di Ruofeng smelled the familiar aura of tribulation lightning. He and Pupu An immediately flew out of 

the administrative building’s lounge. They stood on the roof of the administrative building and looked at 

the cultivation room at the back of the mountain. Pupu An said in surprise, “Which student is going to 

break through?” 

Di Ruofeng thought it was Yu Huang. 

However, when the first bolt of lightning struck, the phantom of a three-eyed unicorn appeared in the 

sky above the cultivation room. 

Pupu An was enlightened. “So it’s Yin Rong.” 

Di Ruofeng was somewhat disappointed. 

However, when he thought about how his student, Yin Rong, was about to break through to the 

Supreme Master Realm, Di Ruofeng revealed a happy expression. 

Di Ruofeng told Pupu An, “Yin Rong is a very talented child. Back then, during the entrance test, the 

crystal tablet gave her an S-rank potential evaluation. She and Xiao Shu were the only two S-rank battle-

type Beast Tamers in their batch.” 

Pupu An glanced at Di Ruofeng in amusement and said, “I heard that your grand-disciple also obtained 

an S-rank potential evaluation back then.” 

Di Ruofeng smiled as he snorted and said proudly, “Yu Huang isn’t only an S-rank battle-type Beast 

Tamer, but she has also awakened a Super Beast. In the entire Divine Moon Empire, only she, Sheng 

Xiao, and I have awakened a Super Beast.” 

Di Ruofeng stroked his mustache and said proudly, “That child is very talented.” 

Pupu An smiled gently when he heard this, but he was cursing the students of the Beast Clan Academy 

for being disappointing. 

Rumble! 

Thunder rumbled as tribulation lightning gathered in the dark clouds and charged towards the unicorn. 



Unicorns were auspicious beasts, and they were the most beloved children of the heavens. Therefore, 

although the first tribulation lightning looked aggressive, the force of the lightning striking the unicorn 

wasn’t strong. 

Pupu An stared at the tribulation lightning with an envious expression. “The auspicious beast is really 

doted on by the heavens.” 

Di Ruofeng shook his head and said, “Most of those who awakened auspicious beast have tragic 

backgrounds.” 

Pupu An recalled Yin Rong’s tragic childhood and was instantly no longer envious. 

After suffering so much, Yin Rong could still stay true to herself and maintain a kind heart at all times. It 

was no wonder that she could awaken a unicorn. 

The second tribulation lightning followed closely behind. 

This time, the tribulation lightning was much more powerful than before, but compared to what the 

other Beast Tamers had faced, it was still considered gentle. 

When the three bolts of tribulation lightning were done, the three-eyed unicorn still fainted. 

Although the Prime Master barrier Di Ruofeng had set up was powerful, it wasn’t as powerful as the 

power of the heavens. Therefore, when Yin Rong was undergoing the lightning tribulation, all the 

students who were imprisoned sensed it. 

Sheng Xiao and Xiao Shu opened their eyes at the same time when they heard the deafening thunder. 

They both thought that their lover was undergoing tribulation. 

Sheng Xiao and Xiao Shu couldn’t meditate anymore. They stood up and walked back and forth in the 

dark room. How long the lightning tribulation had been in the sky was how long they were anxious for. 

When the last lightning tribulation was over, they looked up and stared at the door. 

If anything happened to the person undergoing the tribulation, the dean would have ended this 

seclusion punishment early. However, the door had been tightly shut. It seemed that this Supreme 

Master Tribulation was over. 

At the thought of this, both of them were relieved. 

After calming down, the two of them started to feel conflicted again. 

Sheng Xiao was wondering if the person who went through the tribulation was Yu Huang or Yin Rong. 

Xiao Shu was thinking, “Was the person undergoing tribulation just now Yin Rong or Yu Huang?” 

At this moment, both of them selfishly hoped that the person who successfully passed the Supreme 

Master Tribulation was their lover. However, at the same time, they also looked forward to the other 

good friend successfully passing the tribulation. 

When Yu Huang heard about the lightning tribulation, she thought to herself, “Yin Rong has already 

successfully transcended the tribulation, so I have to hurry up and not fall too far behind.” 



Yu Huang focused all her attention on trying to reach the Supreme Master level, but on the third day, 

she was alarmed by another person’s Supreme Master Tribulation. 

Sheng Xiao and Xiao Shu were awakened at the same time. 

It happened again. Who was it this time? 

* * 

Who was it this time? 

It was noon. 

As soon as Pupu An sensed that the sky was suddenly covered in dark clouds, he immediately stood up 

and walked to Di Ruofeng’s office. He cupped his fists and congratulated him. “Congratulations, Brother 

Ruofeng. I think Yu Huang must have welcomed her Supreme Master tribulation this time.” 

Di Ruofeng also thought that Yu Huang was about to break through to the Supreme Master Realm. He 

chuckled and replied, “Congratulations to you, too. Now, Ah Huang is also your student.” 

Pupu An’s smile became even more sincere. 

“Come, let’s watch Yu Huang’s tribulation lightning.” 

“Okay!” 

The two of them flew to the roof and looked in the direction of the cultivation room at the back of the 

mountain. At the same time, more than four hundred students in the school ran to the roof of the 

dormitory and curiously watched the Supreme Master Tribulation. 

The dark clouds in the sky turned into horses and ran happily towards the back mountain of the Black 

Dome. Soon, the Black Dome was covered by layers of dark clouds. 

Mo Yuelou stood on the roof of the dormitory and stared at the thick dark clouds above his head. He 

didn’t dare to imagine how powerful the tribulation lightning would be later. 

The dark clouds only rumbled in the sky for a few minutes before forming the first tribulation lightning. 

However, to his surprise, the form of the tribulation lightning this time wasn’t the common dragon form, 

but an unprecedented form. If one looked carefully, they would see that it was an angel with a pair of 

incomparably huge wings. 

Mo Yuelou felt that it looked more like a demon. 

When the dark clouds gathered, the demon’s form was finally completed. 

It was indeed in the form of a powerful demon. The wings on the demon’s back were completely 

extended. The left wing almost covered the entire Black Dome Plains, and the right wing extended into 

the Abyssal Origin Forest. His body was even taller and more powerful. There were two curved demon 

horns on his head, and he held a huge scythe in his left hand. 

Chapter 768: Dare to Snatch the Scythe From a Demon 

 



When the elven students saw this huge illusory figure, they all shouted in shock, “It’s a demon!” 

Demon. 

Legend had it that in ancient times, there were many powerful elves living on a continent. They were 

divided into the Light Elves and the Night Elves. Later, two incomparably powerful kings were born 

among the elves. The Light Elves with golden hair and wings were called angels, and the angels with 

black hair and wings were called Night Gods. 

When the hatred between the two races reached its peak and the battle between the entire race 

erupted, the heavens used an Angel Sword to cut off the Night God’s wings. After that, the Night God 

died, and his clansmen also became ugly with short wings. He was also called a demon by the Light 

Elves. 

When the hatred between the two races reached its peak and the battle between the entire race 

erupted, the heavens used an Angel Sword to cut off the Night God’s wings. After that, the Night God 

died, and his clansmen also became ugly with short wings. And he was also called a demon by the Light 

Elves. 

No one expected the demon to descend on the Holy Spirit Continent. 

Who had summoned the fallen demon here?! 

Soon, they obtained the answer because they saw the person who was undergoing tribulation lightning. 

It was an ugly Night Elf with short wings. 

Who else could it be but Estelle? 

The Night Elf floated in the sky above the cultivation room. His back was arched, and the ugly wings on 

his back were trembling weakly. 

In the sky, the power of lightning had already been poured into the scythe in the demon’s hand. The 

demon raised the scythe and swooped down at the ugly Night Elf. 

Just as the demon’s scythe was about to cut into the Night Elf’s head, the Night Elf suddenly raised his 

head and suddenly punched the scythe with his right fist. He roared angrily in rustic Elven Language, 

“Black giant, we meet again!” 

Estelle punched the scythe hard, and the lightning power on the scythe quickly entered Estelle’s body 

through contact. 

Estelle immediately convulsed like an epileptic. 

But Estelle’s hand was firmly raised above his head, not allowing the sickle to cut off his head. 

Estelle had seen this big black man four years ago. 

That night, he was lying in a sweet potato field at the foot of the demonic cave to rest and prevent 

hungry demon beasts from stealing sweet potatoes. He crossed his legs and stared at the starry sky 

above him for a long time. Suddenly, he realized that the stars were moving quickly. 



When constellation moved, Estelle found himself unable to close his eyes, let alone move. 

He could only watch blankly as the constellation kept changing… 

Just as Estelle’s eyes were getting from watching, the stars suddenly gathered into the form of a demon 

and smashed at him from the distant galaxy. Just as the demon’s scythe was about to cut him, Estelle 

suddenly swung his right fist hard and hit the scythe, blocking the demon’s attack. 

The silly Estelle didn’t know that the constellation he saw that night wasn’t a real star in the universe, 

but the spiritual consciousness scattered in the universe after the demon died. He also accidentally 

awakened the demon’s spiritual consciousness and became the child chosen by the demon. 

Later, after Estelle entered the Holy Spirit Academy to learn about common knowledge among Beast 

Tamers, he realized that that night was his Master Tribulation. 

Today, seeing the familiar big black man again, Estelle felt both afraid and excited. 

After four years, he really wanted to see how much stronger he had become. 

The lightning struck Estelle for two minutes before it weakened. Then the demon standing above him 

suddenly disappeared. But then the dark clouds in the sky gathered again and reassembled into the 

demon. This time, the demon seemed stronger. 

Estelle knelt on the ground with blood flowing from the corner of his mouth. He looked up at the big 

black figure that had appeared in the sky again and couldn’t help but laugh sinisterly. “Do you want 

another round? Alright, let’s do it again!” 

Perhaps sensing Estelle’s battle intent, the demon seemed to be in a good mood. Then, it attacked 

Estelle mercilessly again! 

This time, Estelle mobilized all the spiritual power in his body and charged out with his right fist again. 

Estelle was a pure strength-type battle Beast Tamer. His fist was his most powerful weapon. All the 

students saw that when Estelle swung his right fist, there was a small sickle shape hidden in the wind. 

The small scythe collided with the demon’s scythe again with a clang. Then, the power of lightning 

mercilessly bombarded Estelle’s entire body again. 

A crack tore down from the center of Estelle’s brow bone, the bridge of his nose, and all the way to the 

center of his chin. The crack was torn open, and the flesh inside was quickly charred black by lightning, 

but Estelle’s dark eyes remained open. 

Although those eyes were filled with pain, they looked clear and firm. 

It was as if the more the demon injured him, the more resolute he would be. 

Finally, the second tribulation lightning disappeared. 

Before Estelle’s wound could heal, the demon appeared a third time. And this time, when he raised the 

scythe to cut Estelle, Estelle made an unexpected move. He actually held the scythe with his bare hands. 



The sickle filled with the power of lightning cut through Estelle’s skin, and Estelle’s blood also dyed the 

sickle red. Thus, everyone was shocked to discover that the sickle, which had no concrete form, actually 

revealed its concrete form! 

It was a sickle that emitted a sparkling white light. 

Noticing this scene, Di Ruofeng and Pupu An were shocked. “How is this possible? Tribulation lightning 

has always only had a form and no substance. Estelle can actually catch the demon’s scythe.” This was… 

unbelievable. 

The crack on Estelle’s face widened. His facial skin was about to peel off, but the two eyes in the middle 

of his face were still bright. He looked at the big black man with a burning gaze and felt himself getting 

weaker and weaker. He stammered, “Next time, I will definitely snatch your scythe!” 

Hearing Estelle’s words, the tribulation lightning seemed to be very happy. Lightning flashed and 

thunder rumbled in the dark clouds, like fireworks. 

After so many years, the demon had encountered countless talented people, and there were also a few 

who had passed his Supreme Master test. However, no child had ever dared to snatch the scythe from a 

demon. 

Never. 

Estelle was the only exception. 

Could it be that children from the countryside were naturally bold? 

In the tribulation lightning, the demon smirked. When Estelle’s hand released the scythe weakly, the 

power of lightning in the scythe slowly dissipated. Immediately after, the demon’s form disappeared. 

Chapter 769: Big Shot, They’re All Big Shots 

 

The dark clouds that enveloped the Black Dome were blown away by the wind. 

When the sunlight landed on Estelle, someone noticed that the wings on Estelle’s back suddenly flapped 

slightly. A layer of black spiritual power enveloped the wings. When the wings stopped flapping and the 

spiritual power dissipated, everyone realized that Estelle’s wings had grown! 

The bat wings that were originally only 40 centimeters long looked to be a meter long now. Most of the 

Light Elves’ wings were only about a meter long without using spiritual power. 

Among the students, the Light Elves looked at the wings on Estelle’s back with mixed expressions. Their 

intuition told them that this Night Elf who continuously evolved was very likely to change the situation 

of the Night Elves. 

At the same time, the rise of the Night Elves also represented the destruction of the Light Elves. 

Although the person undergoing tribulation today was still not Yu Huang, Di Ruofeng was still happy. 

This Night Elf called Estelle was the most special child in the Holy Spirit Academy. Before the Grand State 

Master went to the capital, he had specifically instructed Di Ruofeng to take care of that child. 



At that time, Di Ruofeng was a little puzzled. He didn’t understand why this child called Estelle was 

treated differently by the Grand State Master. 

At this moment, when he watched Estelle snatch the scythe from the demon, he knew how brave this 

child was. 

Di Ruofeng flew to Estelle’s side and picked up the bloody Estelle. He noticed that Estelle’s body was 

lacerated and his face was a bloody mess. He sighed and carried him to the treatment room. 

After Di Ruofeng left, the Light Elves looked at each other. 

An elf said, “We have to tell the Alliance about Estelle’s special situation.” The Alliance they were talking 

about wasn’t the Alliance headquarters, but the Light Sea Alliance branch. 

“That’s right. We have to report it. Estelle might be a demon seed. We have to kill him before the 

demon is born.” Although angels were powerful, the strength of demons could not be underestimated. 

Now that the demon had appeared, where was the angel? 

Although Donor could summon an angel, he didn’t obtain the angel’s inheritance after all. Once Estelle 

successfully obtained the demon’s recognition, the future of the Light Elves would be in danger. 

At the thought of this, the elves looked at each other and returned to the dormitory calmly. They 

reported this news to their families immediately. 

* * 

Despite seeing that someone had successfully broken through to the Supreme Master level, Yu Huang 

wasn’t anxious. She was just curious about who the second person to break through to the Supreme 

Master level was. 

Other than her, among the eight of them, only Yin Rong, Estelle, and Feng Yuncheng were at the Master 

Realm. Yu Huang noticed that the tribulation lightning of the first person to break through to the 

Supreme Master Realm was relatively weak, so she guessed that that person was most likely Yin Rong. 

Yin Rong’s beast form was an auspicious beast, and auspicious beasts were always favored by the 

heavens, so it was normal for her tribulation lightning to be relatively gentle. 

However, today’s tribulation lightning was very powerful, so the person undergoing tribulation must 

also be very powerful. 

Feng Yuncheng’s beast form, the Bewitching Butterfly, had nothing to do with strength. Therefore, the 

person undergoing tribulation today was most likely Estelle. However, Estelle was still an intermediate-

stage Master a month ago. He couldn’t have broken through to the Supreme Master Realm so quickly. 

Then… was it really Feng Yuncheng? 

But Feng Yuncheng was also an intermediate-stage Master! 

Yu Huang was somewhat confused. 

However, she quickly sensed that her beast heart was beating faster than ever. She realized that her 

spiritual power had already accumulated to the limit and that it was time to break through. Yu Huang 



took a deep breath, then closed her eyes and immediately mobilized the spiritual power in her entire 

body. 

All the spiritual power gathered and rushed towards the beast heart. The beast heart instantly received 

boundless spiritual power energy and suddenly exploded. 

The moment the beast heart exploded, Yu Huang immediately felt a terrifying energy approaching her. 

Yu Huang was very familiar with this feeling. 

The last time she transcended the Master Tribulation, she felt the same feeling. 

“Come, let me see how ruthless you are!” 

Boom! 

Before Sheng Xiao could figure out the identity of the person who had transcended the tribulation, he 

smelled the tribulation lightning and heard muffled thunder. 

Was there an end to this?! 

Who was going to break through this time?! 

Di Ruofeng sent Estelle to the treatment room. Before he could hear the Healer finish explaining 

Estelle’s situation, he smelled the familiar domineering aura of tribulation lightning. He suddenly opened 

his eyes and muttered in confusion, “Who is this?” This time, it should be his grand-disciple. 

Pupu An, who was standing at the side, raised his hands again and again, but he didn’t congratulate Di 

Ruofeng. 

Due to the previous situation, Pupu An thought to himself, “Perhaps it’s not Yu Huang this time. It might 

be that student called Feng Yuncheng.” 

This time, the dark clouds in the sky were even more numerous, thicker, and wider than the ones during 

Yin Rong and Estelle’s tribulation. Almost the entire sky of the Abyssal Origin Forest and Rakshasa City 

was covered by thick dark clouds. 

The student standing on the roof reached out and grabbed a wet dark cloud. Those dark clouds quickly 

turned into water droplets. 

Mo Yuelou stared at the water drop in his palm and felt the terrifying energy contained in the dark 

clouds. His eyebrows twitched. 

His intuition told him that this time, Yu Huang was about to break through to the Supreme Master level. 

Yu Huang, who had sat down in the secret chamber, suddenly discovered that her body had been pulled 

out of the secret chamber by a force. When she opened her eyes, she discovered that she had appeared 

on the back mountain of the Black Dome. Xuan Yu had already taken the initiative to come out from 

between her eyebrows and was standing beside her with a dignified expression. It raised its head and 

stared at the dark clouds above it with a serious and excited expression. 

It was as if there was some terrifying holy object hidden in the dark clouds. 



Roar— 

A black dragon suddenly appeared in the dark clouds. 

When the dragon roared angrily, Xuan Yu actually raised its head and let out an angry cry at the dragon. 

“Roar!” The huge dragon smashed towards Yu Huang like a meteorite. At the same time, Xuan Yu’s body 

trembled and suddenly transformed into the appearance of an adult Divine Feather Phoenix. The fiery 

red phoenix spread its huge wings and only flapped its wings once before appearing in midair. 

Xuan Yu sprinkled Purifying Evil Phoenix Flames to burn the dragon to death. 

The dragon opened its bloody mouth to bite Xuan Yu, and Xuan Yu also opened its mouth to peck at the 

dragon’s eyes! 

Seeing the battle between the dragon and the phoenix, Fang Peipei raised her eyebrows and said, 

“Previously, Estelle dared to snatch the scythe from the hands of a demon. This time, Yu Huang even 

dared to take the initiative to attack the tribulation lightning dragon…” Fang Peipei thought of how they 

were afraid of being killed by the tribulation lightning when they experienced the tribulation. She 

couldn’t help but shake her head and sigh. “They’re all big shots.” 

Chapter 770: Obtaining a Divine Grade Spirit Tool 

 

The first bolt of tribulation lightning ended with Xuan Yu blinding the lightning dragon’s eyes. 

“Roar!” The Sky Thunder Dragon roared in anger and pain before disappearing. 

Seeing that Yu Huang had actually dealt with the first bolt of tribulation lightning, the students revealed 

looks of disbelief. 

How could this be? 

Boom! 

Thunder rumbled as the second tribulation lightning formed again. However, this time, everyone 

discovered that there wasn’t one but two dragons in the dark clouds! 

Two lightning dragons was a Supreme Master tribulation scene that no one had ever seen before. 

When Di Ruofeng saw the two dragon figures in the tribulation lightning, his expression became serious. 

Back then, Yu Huang was almost killed by Ouyang Luo. Sheng Xiao broke through to the Grand Master 

realm in anger to save Yu Huang. Although he had been punished by the heavens when he underwent 

the Grand Master tribulation, the tribulation lightning only circled above Sheng Xiao’s head for a 

moment before dissipating. 

This matter caused a heated discussion in the cultivation world. After discussion, everyone agreed that 

Sheng Xiao was protected by the ‘Divine Clan’. 

If Sheng Xiao was protected by the Divine Clan, then Yu Huang was hated by the Divine Clan. 



The huge dragon was circling above her head while baring its fangs and brandishing its claws as it 

roared. Its ferocious appearance, as if it wanted to skin Yu Huang alive, was hair-raising. 

Di Ruofeng subconsciously placed his hands in front of him and stared at Yu Huang. He was already 

prepared to bear the lightning for Yu Huang. 

However, after Yu Huang saw the two ferocious and massive dragons in the dark clouds, not only was 

she not afraid, but the blood in her body seemed to have been summoned by some force and boiled. 

Xuan Yu suddenly flew in front of Yu Huang and let out a cry. 

Yu Huang suddenly stood up and turned around to sit on Xuan Yu’s back. She muttered softly, “Xuan Yu, 

charge!” 

Yu Huang and Xuan Yu flew up. Just as they were about to collide with the Sky Thunder Dragon, Yu 

Huang suddenly jumped down from Xuan Yu’s back. Xuan Yu attacked the dragon on the left, while Yu 

Huang flew to the dragon on the right. As if a soul was guiding her, Yu Huang suddenly closed her eyes 

and opened her left hand. 

Everyone clearly saw a fiery red shadow of a huge bow forged from unknown material appear in Yu 

Huang’s hand. 

That bow was even longer than Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang forcefully threw the bow into the air. She flew into the air and appeared in the sky above the 

dragon with her left foot pulling the bow and her right hand pulling the bowstring. 

As Yu Huang moved, the hat on Yu Huang’s head fell off. Her short hair flapped wildly in the wind. Her 

long and narrow eyes seemed to have two balls of flames flickering in them. Her rosy lips were tightly 

pursed, and when her eyes narrowed, she had already pulled the bowstring to the max. 

“Swish—” 

Yu Huang released the bowstring, and a red spiritual energy arrow shot straight towards the dragon’s 

heart. The dragon was unable to dodge in time, and its chest was pierced by the arrow. “Roar!” The 

lightning dragon struggled violently in the air. As it struggled, the entire sky above the Black Dome was 

shaking. 

Yu Huang held the bow in one hand and stood in the sky with a cold expression. She watched the 

dragon’s pained reaction coldly. 

At this moment, she was a true dragon hunter. 

At this moment, the huge dragon on the left suddenly bit Xuan Yu’s head. After Xuan Yu let out a shrill 

cry, its body instantly dissipated from the air and transformed into a ball of red spiritual energy that hid 

in Yu Huang’s body. 

When her beast form was injured, as a Beast Tamer, Yu Huang experienced the intense pain in her 

throat. That feeling was like her head being torn off from her shoulder by a row of sharp teeth. It wasn’t 

something ordinary people could endure. 



“Ah!” The intense pain caused Yu Huang’s consciousness to blur. Her body fell straight onto the roof of 

the cultivation room. 

At this moment, the two bolts of lightning in the sky finally disappeared. 

However, the Supreme Master Tribulation required three bolts of lightning before it would end. 

Yu Huang only withstood the second bolt of lightning. She had to successfully withstand the last bolt of 

lightning before she could successfully advance to the Supreme Master Realm. 

If she couldn’t withstand it, the outcome that awaited her was death. 

Soon, the third bolt of lightning formed in the sky again. This time, three dragons appeared in the dark 

clouds. 

Yu Huang narrowed her eyes and looked at the three dragons. She wondered who she had offended. 

Sheng Xiao’s tribulation was a piece of cake, but hers was deadly. Was that fair? 

Seeing that the third tribulation lightning actually contained three lightning dragons, Di Ruofeng also 

panicked. He stomped his feet and said, “No, I have to help her!” Di Ruofeng was about to help Yu 

Huang when he heard Pupu An say, “Don’t be anxious. Yu Huang is transforming!” 

Hearing this, Di Ruofeng narrowed his eyes and looked at Yu Huang. Only then did he realize that Yu 

Huang’s body was actually burning. The phantom of the flames looked like a phoenix with curled wings 

that was about to break out of its shell. 

Splash! 

The wings of the flaming phoenix suddenly opened completely. At the same time, Yu Huang, who was 

lying on the ground, was lifted up by a magical force. 

She floated in the void above the cultivation room. Her short hair grew infinitely and quickly reached her 

waist. At the same time, the fabric on her back was torn apart by something mysterious. Everyone saw 

two fiery red phoenix wings quickly extend from her back. 

The phoenix wings looked even more gorgeous and noble than the Vermillion Bird wings Yu Huang had 

obtained from the Plum Leopard. 

On the wings, there was a raging fire. The surrounding air was instantly sucked dry by the flames and 

became scorching. 

Seeing this, Di Ruofeng exclaimed, “Ah Huang is fusing with the Divine Feather Phoenix!” After Beast 

Tamers broke through to the Supreme Master Realm, they could reach the initial fusion state with their 

beast forms. And after they broke through to the Grand Master Realm, they could completely merge 

with their beast forms. 

The pair of phoenix wings on Yu Huang’s back was the symbol of her initial fusion with Xuan Yu. 

Splash! 



The phoenix’s wings were completely opened, and the burning flames instantly illuminated the entire 

dark sky in a dazzling red. 

Yu Huang shouted angrily, “Aofeng!” 

Boom! 

Thousands of kilometers away, in the far north, the towering Central Pagoda suddenly lit up with a red 

light. Immediately after, the red light flew towards the Black Dome at the speed of a meteorite. 

The red light headed straight for Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang held the red light, and a huge red bow appeared in her hand. This bow was exactly the same 

as the bow Yu Huang had summoned earlier, but the difference was that the previous bow was an 

energy phantom, but this bow was actually concrete! 

Seeing that bow, Di Ruofeng thought of some legends he had heard when he was traveling in the Upper 

World when he was young. He couldn’t help but say in a low voice, “It is said that ten thousand years 

ago, many powerful Beast Tamers could comprehend a divine-grade Spirit Tool that belonged to them 

alone. Divine-grade Spirit Tools only recognize one master in their lives. When their master dies, they 

will disappear from the world. Once their master appears again and forcefully summons them, the 

divine-grade Spirit Tool will pass through the restrictions of space and time and return to their master’s 

side.” 

Di Ruofeng looked at the bow in Yu Huang’s hand and said in disbelief, “Could it be that Ah Huang 

actually summoned a divine-grade Spirit Tool?” He stared at Yu Huang’s proud figure. The human and 

bow became the most powerful duo in existence. 

If… 

If that was really a divine-grade Spirit Tool, then who was Ah Huang in her previous life? 

Who was the owner of this bow called Aofeng? 

With Aofeng in her hand, Yu Huang suddenly felt her body filled with energy. She stroked Aofeng’s 

longbow excitedly and said in a low voice, “We meet again, Aofeng.” Yu Huang didn’t remember her 

relationship with Aofeng, but when she fused with Xuan Yu, the weapon that she had accidentally 

sensed earlier appeared in her mind. 

Yu Huang had subconsciously called out the name ‘Aofeng’. 

Upon hearing Yu Huang’s words, Aofeng seemed to have been given life. It tilted his bow and gently 

rubbed against Yu Huang’s face. 

Yu Huang was stunned. Then, she held Aofeng and raised her head to look at the three lightning dragons 

that had already swooped down in front of her. The corners of her lips curled up slightly as she said with 

a proud expression, “Today, I will hunt and kill all you dragons!” 

 


